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Fixed Price £315,000

This stunning  1t Floor Apartment is
situated within a newly completed
development and is one of only 5 superb
apartments in this particular building.

The entire development has only 15
apartments of varying size and is situated
in a very quiet and sought after location
away from the main road and with
impressive surrounding views.

The building itself is finished with blonde
sandstone with security controlled front
door opening to a superb entrance
hallway with original balustrade to upper
levels.

At the front are private and visitor
monobloc parking bays, slabbed and lit
walkways, bike and bin store in addition to
lawned drying areas to the rear.

Apartment 5 has the most impressive
double oriel windows to the rear and the
entire living kitchen  area forms the heart
of this beautiful apartment. As well as this
stunning room the property is entered via
a private stair from the communal landing
and is one of the few that benefits from
original exposed stonework and leaded
windows which feature in the hall and
bedroom.

Home Report Valuation
£

Council Tax Band TBA EPC Rating TBA



Vendor Comments

During the development we have been careful to reinstate as much of the original feel of the properties
with the renewal of external woodwork, new slate roof and feel the modern flats have enhanced the
look from the previous, dated building that linked the lovely sandstone villas.

Hallway, large living kitchen, 3 double
bedroooms (main one which could easily
serve as a second large public room if
preferred), master en suite and a main
bathroom.

Gas central heating. High performance
double glazed windows.

At the front are resident and visitor
parking bays including slabbed walkways,
and chipstoned borders all enclosed by
combination of stone boundary walls and
electric gate.



Location

As the development is on the corner of Colquhoun Street and West Abercromby it enjoys a really quiet
position and yet is only a short walk from the centre of Helensburgh.
The town itself has a host of excellent amenities including banks, shops, coffee houses and restaurants
in addition to having superb transport links with a half hourly train service to Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Particularly from the upper level of this development you can see some stunning views over the Clyde
Estuary and towards the Rosneath Peninsula and Arrochar Alps.
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Whilst this brochure has been prepared with care, it is not a report on the condition of the property. Its terms are
not warrantedand do not constitute an offer to sell. All area and room measurements are approximate only.
Floorplans may not be to scale.


